
WEEKS TOPICS

Rovision of provi01Jfi yond!)

work and Rondino%fi tost,

2 BST(BASIC SCIENCE)

LIVING AND NONIIVING

-Moaning and identification

of living and non-living

things

Characteristics of living

things.

(PHYSICAL HEALTH

EDUCATION)

Croafr,dty Rhythmic

BST (IT)

Introduction to Artificial

intelligent

3 BST(BASIC SCIENCE)

GROWING CROPS

-Conditions for better

crops.

-Importance of fertilizers to

the soil.

-Components of fertilizer.

Growing crops with

compost or fertilizer.

BST (PHYSICAL HEALTH

EDUCATION)

Creativity Rhythmic

BST (IT)

Introduction to Artificial

intelligent

4 BST(BASIC SCIENCE)

THE HUMAN

CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
•Meaning of circulatory

s stem.

UNIFIED 
SCHEMES 

OF WORK 
'

BASIC 
SCIENCE 

AND 
TECHNOLOGY

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

By tho ond of tho loqqon, pupils be

dofino living things and non Jiving

tho charactori9tic,9 of living

Claggity iteme, in their environment

as living or non.living things

By tho ond of ttK) lesson, pupils

should bo ablo to:

t- rhythmic activities

2- typos of rhytunic

activities (marching, galloping,

3- demonstrate rhythmic activities

(marching, galloping, hopping,

slnglng, dondng)

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

Define artificial intelligent and

identfy the importance

By the end of the lesson, pupils be

able to:

state the conditions for growing

crops;

write down the importance of

fertilizers to the soil.

Enumerate the components of

fertilizer

grow crops using or

fedilizers.

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

1- discuss meaning rhythmic

activities

2- list types of rhytlrnic acüvities

(marching, galloping, hopping,

singing, dancing) etc.

3- demonstrate rhythmic activities

(marching, galloping, hopping,

singing, dancing)

By the en of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

Define artificial intelligent and

identi the im rtance

By the end of the lesson, pupils be
able to:

explain the meaning of circulatory
system;

name and identify the parts of the
human heart'

PRIMARY 
SIX 

FIRST 
EMBEDDED 

TERM

CORE LEARNING

LEARNING 
ACTIVITIES

living things in the 
environment 

and

(liqcusqos tho moaning of living

things and 
non-living 

things with

oxamp106.

-Clagg 
brainstorms on tho

characteriqtics 
of living things.

-pupils in pairs identify the living

thingt; in their 
environment 

that are

most useful to them.

pupils in pairs identify and write

down tho nonliving things that they

use every day in their environment

I- Pupils in small group explain

the meaning of rhythmic activities.

2" pupils as a class mention types

of rhythmic activities (marching,

galloping, hopping, singing,

dancing) etc.

3- Pupils in pairs demonstrate

rhythmic adivities such: as singing,

dancing, marching etc.

Pupils, in small groups, discuss

digital skills, the components and

importance.

-Class observes a growing plant

and discuss the conditions for

growing crops.

-Pupils in small groups Mite down

the importance of fertilizers to the

soil,

-Class discusses the components of

fertilizer

-Pupils in small groups get an empty

can and plant crops e.g. maize,

beans using fertilizers or compost

A volunteer of each group presents

their observations after 3 weeks.

1- Pupils as a group discuss the

meaning of rhytmic activities and

site examples

2- Pupils as an indivülal list types

of rhythmic acüvities (marching,

galloping, hopping, singing,

dancing, swinging, rolling) etc.
3- pupils in small group demonstrate

rhythmic such as;

galloping, marching, hopping

Pupils, in small groups, discuss
digital skills, the components and
importance.

-Pupils place their palm on their
chest to feel the beating of their
heart and discuss the meaning of
circulatory system.

SKILLS

Creativity critical

thinking and problem

creativity and

imagination

communication and

Audio visual r
Chart of animal
Potted flower
Pupils in the class

collaboration

leadership and personal

development Web resources:
htt s•.//'MMN 

interest
wuweducation

1 -Collaboration & 1- Website 
resources

Communicatbn. d .cornla

mic- cti
2- Leadership &

://WFN 
tubepersonal Developrnent

hU a0/ko
iii.

3-Critical thinking and wat Il
o 
ik

tu

problem solving. 2- 
- Flash 

Audb 

Card 
visual 

- Music
resources

Poster
Dancin Costumes

Critical thinking https://voutu.belRlEH5G

Collaboration and

Personnel development

Di ital litera

Creativity critical Audio - visual resources
thinking and problem Potted flower.

solving Chart on the conditions for
creaüvity and growing crops.

imagination Fertilizer.

communication and Web resources :

collaboration https://study.com/academy

leadership and personal Ilesson/soil-lesson-plan.html

development

I-Collaboration &

Communicatbn.

2- Leadership &

Personal Development.

3-Critical thinking and

problem solving.

Critical thinking

Collaboration and

communication

https:l/en.wikipedia.o*kif

ertilizer

1- Website resources

/ catewEof1'hythmcüatstti

ii. https:l/www.youtube m l

iii. https•]www.youtube.m l

2- Audio visual resources

- Flash Card

- Poster
- Dancing Costumes

https:/lyoutu.belRlEH5GvydE

Personnel development

Di ital litera

Creativity and Audio visual resources ,

imagination Chart of the human heart

critical thinking Chart of blood vessels

communication and Chart showing bbod

collaboration circulation

Web resources.
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pent

SCENE)

hod •seis-
of Nood-

eænts

t*ift.
a it

tse

•st ph3ess

to:

pecÅ.s

he of be lesson, pupils be
to:

one and iden$y bkX'd vessels;
sÉte i.tncion of Shod vessels ;

arrmg atteies, veins
æpi&es;

desa%e row hod and matetiais are
to & pent pars of the

body by biood.

draw biood •ses

By be end of be lesson, pupils

shcuid be

1- dernonstate jumping acti\ities,

eg- jump and reach, jump and
touch, jumping on the spot

2- &scuss the concept of Eng jump.

3- ist basic phases in high jump

events (approach run, take-off,

landing, recovery

4- demonstrate phases on
be field

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

small

the class to the ot

ot homan head

•n small and

the functtoos ot the

heart A ot each

shares ideas w»th the Joss

draw ttk» heart and label it

Pup*s pays demonstrate

actmtw, e g, and
reach lump and touch. jumping on

the

2- in a small group discuss

the concept of lump event

3. as a 1st bastc
;+ases in mnts

ron, take-off. tight,

landing, recovery

4- Pupils n groups demonstrate the

In Junvs on

the (Long jumpy

as a identify vamus
drawing packages

-Pupis in small groups walk round

fie sass to study the charts or

rmdeis of blood vessels.

-Pupis in small groups des(libe

blood vessels and share the Beas
with the class

-Pupls in pairs among
arteries, veins and capillaries.

-Class watches video dip or study
ohart on the circulatm of blood.

-Each pupil should draw blood

1- Pupis in pairs demonstrate

jumping aciviöes, eg. jump and
reach, jump and touch, jumping on
the spot

2- Pupils in a small group discuss
the concept of high jump event

3- Pupils as a group list basic
phases in high jump events

(approach run, take-off,

landing, recovery

LEARNING

CteatiVity and

Collabotation

Communication

2. leadership
personal Development.

3-CliticaI thinking and

problem solving,

literacy

Critkal thinking

Collabomåon and

Personnel devdopmont

Digital literacy

Creativity and

imagination

critical thinking

communicabon and

colhboratbn

Creativity and

imaginaöon

Digital literacy

I-Collaboratbn &

2- Leadership &
Personal Development.

3-Critical thinking and

problem

4- Digital literacy

2- Audio visual

flash Card

Poster

Long jump pit

Measunno tape

Tak€ft)ft b(Mfd

Audk) Vi$uai:

Ctwts

sot

Sound System

Web Resouos
Video Site:

Documents:

Audio visual resources :
Chart of the human heart

Chart of blood vessels.

Chart showing blood

Web resources :

http$'ltyoutu,!)e/ qmNC4xpsr0

https•,I/eq.wiKlpedia.orqlyi8ilH

1. Website resources

https:l/youtub.bq/Cbsq)#B$i

https•/tyqqu.W$VnogqVOPß

iii• https:l/voutu.WMfai.Odh9:

https:lmwyyqvtubq.cqm/play

2- Audio visual resources

Flash Card
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4. upi19 in groups

in high Jumps ovonts on the poster

high

Measurinq 

tape
jump

Pupils. a cl[1fiS, identity various Critical thinking landin 
f

Drawing with computer

Identification of drawing

packages

Microsoft paint

C,otv10raw

Adobe Photoshop etc

BST(BASIC SCIENCE)

DRUGS(I)
-Meaning of drugs

-Types of drugs: synthefic

and naturally occurmg

drugs

7 MID TERM BREAK

8 BST(BASIC SCIENCE)

DRUGS (Il)

By the end the lesson. pupilß

should bo able to:

Identity drawing packages

drawing packages, Collaboration and Audio 
Vis}

communication Charts

Personnel development Computer 

Projectors
set

Sound 
System

Web 
Resources

Video 
Site•

htt •l

Watch0v:8

htt •.1

Documents

a6b

be -Pupils explains what their parents
By the end of the lesson, pupils 

give them whenever they fall sick in
able to:

order to feel better and then discuss
i explain the meaning of drugs,

ii describe the types of drugs; the meaning of drugs.

iii analyse the importance of drugs -Pupils mention the different

examples of drugs they know.

-Pupils in pairs describe the two

Wpes of drugs with examples and

share with the class.

Critical thinking and 
problem solving

communication and 
collaboration

Audo-VNJd
A poster

kindsofd

Salt, parace
leadership and personal bitter leaf
development Web

htt

It icld

By tie end of the lesson, pupils be -Class observes the chart of a

able to: mentally unstable person and

describe what drug abuse is; brainstorm the meaning of drug

Critml thinKng and

problem sowing

cteadvity and

Audio

AchartshNirgare

unstable

-Meaning of drug abuse.

-Drugs that are mostly

abused: hard drugs.

-Effects of drug abuse to

man and the society.

BST (PHYSICAL HEALTH

EDUCATION)

Volleyball game

ii enumerate drugs that are mostly abuse. imagination Pictureofrørdtus

abused; -Class names examples of drugs

iü. appraise the effects of drug that are mostly abused.

abuse to man and the society. -Pupils in small groups discuss tie

effects of drug abuse to man and

the society. A volunteer in each

group presents to class.

communicmn ard

collaboraion Web

leadershipandpersonal

development Itopiddrl*

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

1- different ball games

1- Pupils as an individual mention

different types of ball games

2- Pupils in small groups

1. Leaderåip &

Personal Development

2- Digital Literacy

—T_af3Y

ii.h
2. differentiate between facilities

and equipment in volleyball games

3. demonstrates basic skills in

volleyball game

4- investigate the advantages

playing volleyball game

5- recommend the safety measure

in playing volleyball game

differentiate between facilities and

equipment in volleyball games 3- Collaboration &

Such as: playing court, balls, nets, Communication.

net supports (poleslstand) canvas,

jerseys, shocks, gloves, kneel cap. 4. Critical Thinking &

problem solving

3- Pupils in a small group demonstrate

basic skills in volleyball game 5- Creativity &

Imaginatm.

4- Pupils as a class investigate the

iv.h

vi.h

Audio 
Visual R$t

• Chatts

. Videocrps

cwtofpuy

e. Weyöal

• Nets

knee Cap

advantaop„f



WEEKS 
TOPICS

(PHYSICAL HEÄLTH

EDUCATION)

Personal Health care

BST (IT)

Microsoft paint

Idenbfication of tools on the

Toolbar

Drawing witl paint

Parntjng object

BST (IT)

Scratch Programming

The 3S of scratch

9 BST(BASIC SCIENCE)

The Humm reproductive

Oefinitm of reprodudive

l±ntlficatm of male and

female reproductive organs

Functms of and
female reproductive

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

1. Identify materials needed for

personal health care

2• explatn meaning of personal

health care

3. justify the importance of personal

health care

4- compare between dean teeth

and dirty teeth

5- investigate the causes, and

prevention of dental problems

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

Identify tools on the toolbar

Draw and paint shapes

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

Idenüfy the component parts of the

scratch interface

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

-Pupils in small groups analyse the

importanc± of drugs and share with

the class.

Pupils as a dagg identify

materials needed for personal

health care

2- Pupils in pairs explain the

meaning of personal health care

3- Pupils in groups Justify the

importance of personal health care

4- Pupils in a small group cnnpare

between clean teeth and dirty teeth

from the picture shown to them.

Pupils as a class investigate the

causes and prevention of dental

problems

Pupils, in pairs, identify tools on the

toolbar and draw and paint shapes

5- Pupils in groups, recornmend the

safety measure in playing volleyball

game

Pupils, as a class, identify the 3S

scratch

Differentiate between the 3S scratch

By the end of the lesson, pupils be

able to:

-explain the reproductive system;

-identify the structures of male and

female reproductive organs;

-examine the functions of male and

female reproductive organs.

-disus the importance of the

human reproductive system

-Pupils mentions the names of tieir

siblings and brainstorm on the

definition of reproductive system.

-Pupils walk round the class to

identify the structures of male and

female reproductive system.

-Pupils in pairs discuss the functbns

of male and female reproductive

organs.

-Pupils think and wite down the

reason why human reproduction is

important using tieir family as an

exam le

EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS

1 -Collaboration &

Communication,

2- Leadership &

Personal Development.

3-Critk,al thinking and

problem solving.

4- Digital literacy

Critical thinking

Collaboration and

communication

Personnel development

Digital literacy

Creativity and

imagination

Critical finking

Collaborajon and

communicajon

Personnel development

Digital literacy

Creativity and

im inaüon

Creativity and

imaginabon

Communicajon and

collaboratbn

Critical thinking and

problem solving

Leadership and

personal development

UNIFIED SCHEM edudelighttutors, 

LEARNING RESOURCES

lesson-plans-resources-html

1- Website resources

i-https:l/youtu.ber1020KH5Wrl

ii.https.//youtu.belkeBNmwW)(bZE

iii https llffMN.youtube.cornl

watchv=jq2e0kh5wri

2- Audio visual materials

Charts

Posters

Flip charts

Diagram of the tooth

Materials for personal health

e.g. tooth brush and past, etc.

Audio Visual:

Charts

Computer set

Projectors

Sound System

Web Resources

Ydeo Site:

https://www.youtube.com

https•]/youtu.be/ECR2 z02X

Dnments:
https•]/supportmictosoft.com/

en

2- Audio visual materials

Charts

Pictjres

Video clip

Court of play

Balls

Nets

Supports

Canvas

kneel ca

http•Jlyoutube.com/watch?v=Q

pxaFzRtx7K

Visual resources:

Charts of a and female

reproduüe system.

Web Resources:

(26741?-reproducåve-

system.htni

om



LEARNING ACTIVITI EMBEDDED 
CORE

SKILLS

BLTH 

Sav& of Sütoh

SCIENCE)

&am-g of p&ty

»cal and embonal

oha-pes in piety

SST æYSlCAL HEALTH
EDUCATION)

Footbal game

BST(ff)

TYE Saipts of Saatål

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

shOdbeableto:
By the 

endofthelesson, 
pupis

and equpment in basketball games

2- demonstrates basic skills in

basketball game

investgate the advantages

basketbal game

recommend the safety measure

n 
t»sketban game

By the end of lesson, pupils

should be able to.

ident+y the dfferent scnpts of the

scratch interface

By the end of the lesson, pupils be

able to:

Ziscuss the meaning of puberty;

descnbe the changes in male and

female dunng puberty;

disonguish between physical and

emobonalcha in be

explain the importance of puberty

in ohlld development

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

1- compare between facilities and

equipment in football and other ball

games

2- demonstrates basic skills in

football game

3- investigate the advantages

playing football game

4- recommend the safety measure

in playing football game

By the end of the lesson, pupils
should be able to:

Identify the different scripts of the
scratch interface

1- Pupfls in small groups

differentiate between facilities and

equipment in basketball games

Such as: playing court, balls,

backboard and the stand, canvas,

2- Pupils in a small group

demonstrate basic skills in

basketball game

3• Pupils as a class Investigate

advantages of playing basketball

game

a. pupils in groups, recommend

safety measure in playing basketball

game.

Pupils. as a class, identify the

scnpts of scratch.

-Class differentiates between an

adult and a child and discuss what

puberty means.

-Pupils in pairs mention some

changes that occur physically during

puberty.

-Pupils in groups discuss the

differences between the physical

and emotional changes in puberty.

Pupils think and write down the

importance of pubeny in a child's

development

1- Pupils in small groups compares

between facilities and equipment in

football and other ball games Such

as: football pitch, balls, nets,

canvas/footwear, jerseys, shocks,

gloves, shine guard,

2- Pupils in a small group

domonstrate basic skills in

football game

3- Pupils as a class investigate the
advantages of playing football game

4- Pupils in groups, recommend the
safety measure in playing football

game

Pupils, as a class, identify the
scripts of scratch.

1- Leadership &
Personal 

Development.

2- Digital Literacy

3- Collaboration &
Communication.

4- Critical Thinking &
problem solving

5- Creativity &
Imagination

Critical thinking

Collaboration and
communication

Personnel development
Digital literacy

Creativity and
ima ination

Creativity and

imagination

Communication and

Critical thinking and
problem solving

Leadership and
personal development

1- Collaboration &

Communication.

2- Digital Literacy

3- Leadership &
Personal Development.

4- Critical Thinking &
problem solving

5- Creativity &

Imagination.

Critical thinking

Collaboration and

communication

Personnel development

Digital literacy

Creativity and

ima ination

LEARNING

Baske

Chan

Pictures

Video 
clip

The 
balls

Canvas

Kneel 
cap

Backboard

Board

XCZ731ubmA

Audio- 
r

charts

web-R

1- Websites

IFAB.com

ii-h s]

2- Audio visual

Football fieldipitå

-Chart -Stopwzbh
- Pictures - Whisdes

- Video clip

- Balls

- Goalpost

- Nets

- Shine guard

- Footwearlsoccer but

- Jerseys

- Stockinglsockshose

http•]lyoutube.conWathh2

XCZ731ubmA
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OBJECTIVES

SASC SCENE' Sv 'i he esson. pucks oe

- "i resontory

rests-etory

-Auss of res.»-ätcry

as

LEARNNG ACTMTES

•ass demonstraes resp•-atiot'. by
n rd out

Class esc..sses the mening of

Pupas in pars em.re-ate

organs in resprafron

EMBEDDED CORE

CnSöthTkrg

creatvty

i kadeshp and

Puois in oroups Sra•nsto.n the

•of respratory organs
F•recns cf

edudelighttutors.com


